UNCEFACT Projects

Active projects by Programme Development Area

International Trade Procedures

- Recommendation for Trade information Portal
- Recommendation on Encouraging Private Sector participation in NTFB
- Single Window Assessment Methodology SWAM

International Supply Chain

- Accounting and Audit Reference Data Model
- API Transformation of EPs Technical Artefacts with Sustainability Claims
- Buy Ship Pay Data Exchange Structures for Trade Finance Facilitation
- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Cross Industry Invoice Light version (CII Light)
- Digitization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit
- EXTENSION TEXTILE AND LEATHER BRS PART 2: Use case and CCBDA data structure supporting product circularity
- Geofencing Facilities
- IFTDGN Dangerous Goods
- IMO FAL electronic compendium mapping
- Parcel goods traceability in last-mile delivery
- Transfer of MLETR-compliant titles
- Travel Agency and DMC API RDM

Regulatory and eGovernment

- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Cross border Inter-ledger exchange for Preferential CoO using Blockchain
- Cross-border multimodal digital corridors for regulatory related movement of consignment data and consignment status information for trade facilitation
- Data Governance for Trade Facilitation
- Digital ID for Trade Facilitation
- Digital Identity Standardization for Trade Facilitation
- Digitization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit
- eQuality Certificate
- EXTENSION TEXTILE AND LEATHER BRS PART 2: Use case and CCBDA data structure supporting product circularity
- Sustainable Development and Circular Economy Reference Data Model
- Transparency at scale: digital solutions for trust - resilience and sustainability
- UNCEFACT Chain project
- Waste Management and Waste Analysis

Methodology and Technology

- JSON-LD Web Vocabulary
- Methodology to Subset RDM based Messages

Other Working Group

- Task Force on Electronic CITES Permit Exchange
Team of Specialists on Sustainable Fisheries
UN/LOCODE Advisory Group

(Archived)

- Accounting Bundle Collection
- Accounting Chart of Accounts
- Accounting Journal
- Accounting Ledger
- Accounting Message
- Accounting Reporting
- Accounting Trial Balance
- Alignment of Master Data for Metering Point and of Measured Data in the deregulated Energy Market
- Animal traceability data exchange
- API Town Plan
- Application Programming Interface Technical Specification (API TechSpec)
- Automotive project
- Background Research on Public Procurement Using International Standards
- Background Research on Public-Private-Partnership for Trade Facilitation
- Blockchain White Paper
- Business Standards for Sustainable Tourism
- Buy-Ship-Pay Reference Data Model
- Canonical Model
- CII-BRS Repository
- Code Lists and Identifiers Guide for the Garment and Leather Sector Project
- Code Management Project
- Consignment Security Declaration (Air CSD)
- Core Components and models of building blocks for Health Insurance in the field of reimbursement of claims
- Core Principles for the Operation of SW
- Core vocabulary related to single windows and similar platforms
- Cross Industry Scheduling Supply Chain
- Cross Industry Supply Chain Track and Trace Project
- Cross-Border Management Reference Data Model
- Destination Travel Information Process
- Development of electronic data exchange structures for the transport and logistics sector suitable for exchanging via mobile communication technologies
- E Negotiation
- e-Laboratory observation report message
- eCert-Guide
- eCROP data exchange
- Electronic Application Error and Acknowledgement
- Electronic Consignment Note UNSM (e-CMR)
- Electronic Interchange of fisheries catch data
- Encouraging Private Sector Participation in National Trade Facilitation Bodies
- Ensuring legally significant trusted transboundary electronic interaction
- Experience Programs Technical Artefacts
- Export Packing List
- Extension of Cross Industry Invoice technical artefacts
- Extension of Cross Industry Technical Artefacts
- Green Paper on Sustainable Tourism - Experience Programs
- Head/Envelope Document Exchange Project
- Integrating Trade Finance & Supply Chain Finance into Trade Facilitation
- International Forwarding and Transport messages
- International Supply Chain Reference Model
- Internet of Things for Trade Facilitation
- ISMIT - Integrated Services for MSMEs in International Trade

Active projects by Domain

Accounting & Audit

- Accounting and Audit Reference Data Model
Agriculture Fisheries and Agri food
- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Digitization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit
- eQuality Certificate
- EXTENSION TEXTILE AND LEATHER BRS PART 2: Use case and CCBDA data structure supporting product circularity
- Sustainable Development and Circular Economy Reference Data Model

Cross Border Management
- Cross-border multimodal digital corridors for regulatory related movement of consignment data and consignment status information for trade facilitation

eData Management
- Cross border Inter-ledger exchange for Preferential CoO using Blockchain
- Data Governance for Trade Facilitation
- Digital ID for Trade Facilitation
- Digital Identity Standardization for Trade Facilitation
- Transparency at scale: digital solutions for trust - resilience and sustainability
- UNCEFACT Chain project

Environment Management
- Waste Management and Waste Analysis

Finance and Payment
Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Insurance & Health
Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Trade Procedures Facilitation
- Digitization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit
- Recommendation on Encouraging Private Sector participation in NTFB

Libraries & Schema
Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Single Window Domain
- Recommendation for Trade information Portal
- Single Window Assessment Methodology SWAM
Specification

- JSON-LD Web Vocabulary
- Methodology to Subset RDM based Messages

Supply Chain & Procurement

- Buy Ship Pay Data Exchange Structures for Trade Finance Facilitation
- Cross Industry Invoice Light version (CII Light)
- IFTDGN Dangerous Goods
- Transfer of MLETR-compliant titles

UN/EDIFACT

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Transport & Logistics

- Buy Ship Pay Data Exchange Structures for Trade Finance Facilitation
- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Geofencing Facilities
- IFTDGN Dangerous Goods
- IMO FAL electronic compendium mapping
- Parcel goods traceability in last-mile delivery

Travel & Tourism

- API Transformation of EPs Technical Artefacts with Sustainability Claims
- Travel Agency and DMC API RDM

UN/LOCODE

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Validation

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels